A RISING SUN
The warmest friends and the best supporters the
Constitution has, do not contend that It is free from
impexlectioBS; but they found them unavoidable and are
seiibles if evil is likely to arise therefrom, the remedy
must come hereafter; for in the present moment,, it is not
to be obtained; and, as there is a Constitutional door open
for it, 1 thick the people (for it is with them to Judge)
caa as they will have the advantage of experience on
their Side, decide with as much propriety on the altera-
tions and. amendments whicla are necessary as ourselves, I
do not think we are more inspired^ have more wisdom* or
possess more virtue than those who will come after us/*
Geoirge Washington to Bushrod Washington, November
10, 1757,
**I send you enclosed the proposed new Federal Constitu-
tion for these States. 1 was eegag'd 4 Months of the last
Summer in the Convention that formed it. It is now sent
by Congress to the several States for their Confimiatioii*
If it succeeds, I do not see why you might not in Europe
carry the Project of good Henry the 4th into Execution,
by forming a Federal Union and One Grand Republick of
al its different States and .Kingdoms, by means of a like
Convention, for we had many Interests to reconcile/*
Benjamin Franklin to Ferdinand Grand (in Paris), October
22, 1787.
I
N THE late, impatient afternoon of- Saturday* September 15,
Randolph, with Ms "most harmonious voice, fine person, and
striking manners,*" spoke first. He was governor of Virginia, and
it was lie who had originaly proposed the resolutions of the
Virginia plan. He had come to Philadelphia in the belief that
the Confederation government was not "so eminently defective,
as it had been supposed*** During the first days of discussion
with his Virginia colleagues he had been convinced that the
Confederation lacked the energy which the government of the
United States ought to have. In those days he agreed with
Madison. But as time went on, he found himself agreeing with
Mason on various points of dissent from the majority. It was
difficult for Randolph, who was no political philosopher, to
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